Kahramaa smart service to register users automatically

Through the smart registration service, customers will be registered with Kahramaa automatically as soon as the lease contract is registered with the MME.

SAMIRULLAH ALKHANNAI
THE PENSILNA

Qatar General Electricity and Water Corporation Kahramaa has launched a smart service that will automatically register its customers at the time of registration of their rent contracts with the Ministry of Municipality and Environment (MME).

According to newly-launched smart service, the procedures for registering customers with Kahramaa will be completed automatically by linking and integrating systems with the concerned authorities in the country without any need to submit requests or documents by customers.

The details about the smart registration service were given by Kahramaa officials during a press conference held yesterday at the headquarters of Kahramaa.

“The smart registration service, the customers will be registered with Kahramaa automatically as soon as the lease contract is registered with the Ministry of Municipality and Environment,” said Eng. Nassar Al Khateeb, Head of Continuous Improvement Operations, Department of Planning and Quality Kahramaa.

He said that customers are no more needed to submit a request for shifting to a new residence or pay security money.

“A notice will be sent to the customer about the request immediately after documenting the lease contract and completion of the registration procedures with Kahramaa with amount of security money which will be added to the first Kahramaa bill,” said Al Khateeb.

He said that the landlord will also receive the notice through an SMS on the house number for the new tenant based on the rent contract, and registering the database in a customer of Kahramaa.

On the other hand, the smart registration service provides automatic registration of owners with Kahramaa by linking and integrating systems with the Ministry of Justice through the SAK system.

The databases of landlords at Kahramaa will be updated automatically and the new owner is registered as soon as a document of ownership is documented by transferring the data to Kahramaa system without the need to submit a request to transfer ownership of the property.

A notice will be sent to the previous and new owners of the creation of the application based on the documentation of the title deed and the registration of the new owner in a manner that ensures the continuous updating of Kahramaa's landlords database and automatic cleansing of the owner database.

He added that service saves a lot of time and effort that the customer had to do to complete the procedures for registering data in Kahramaa by hiring a consultant to run the property.

Amir holds phone conversation with President of Iraq

QNA — Doha

H H Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani held yesterday a telephonic conversation with the President of the Republic of Iraq, H E Dr. Barham Salih. The two sides reviewed the developments in Iraq, particularly the recent events, and means for calming and sparing Iraq and the region from tension and escalation.

FM holds phone calls with Turkish, US and French counterparts

QNA — Doha

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs HE Sheikh Mohammad bin Abdulrahman Al Thani held yesterday telephonic conversations with the US Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo; the Minister of Foreign Affairs H E Mevlut Cavusoglu of Turkey; and the Minister of State for Energy Affairs, the President and CEO of Qatar Petroleum, at Bayan Palace in Doha.

The meeting with His Highness was attended by H E Dr. Khaled A Al Fadhel, the Minister of Oil and the Minister of Electricity & Water, the Chairman of the Board of Kuwait Petroleum Corporation, and the delegation accompanying Minister Al Kaabi.

It was also an exciting year for the airport which set a new record for the most number of passengers ever served since commencing our operations.

“2019 has been a spectacular year for HIA having broken our record for the most number of passengers ever served since commencing our operations.

“This was also an exciting year for the airport as the gateway to some of the world’s biggest sporting events including the IAAF World Athletics Championships Doha 2019 and the IIFA World Cup Qatar 2019 which were successfully hosted by Qatar. Looking ahead, we’re focused on increasing our operational capacity through our major airport expansion project which is a vital part of the airports capital growth and the country’s preparations to host the 2022 World Cup and beyond,” he added.

HIA announced its multi-phased airport expansion plan in 2019. Phase I of the expansion is set to comprise of a central concourse linking concourses D and E and will increase the airport’s capacity by more than 5 million passengers annually by 2022.

HIA served record 38.78 million passengers in 2019

THE PENINSULA — Doha

Hamad International Airport (HIA) has served a record 38.78 million passengers in 2019, which is the highest number of passengers it has served since the start of its operations in 2014, making 2019 HIA’s most successful year yet. This also is the highest number of passengers it has served since the start of its operations in 2014, making 2019 HIA’s most successful year yet.

“2019 was an exciting year for the airport as the gateway to some of the world’s biggest sporting events including the IAAF World Athletics Championships Doha 2019 and the IIFA World Cup Qatar 2019 which were successfully hosted by Qatar. Looking ahead, we’re focused on increasing our operational capacity through our major airport expansion project which is a vital part of the airports capital growth and the country’s preparations to host the 2022 World Cup and beyond,” he added.

HIA announced its multi-phased airport expansion plan in 2019. Phase I of the expansion is set to comprise of a central concourse linking concourses D and E and will increase the airport’s capacity by more than 5 million passengers annually by 2022.

The meeting with His Highness was attended by H E Dr. Khaled A Al Fadhel, the Minister of Oil and the Minister of Electricity & Water, the Chairman of the Board of Kuwait Petroleum Corporation, and the delegation accompanying Minister Al Kaabi.

It was also an exciting year for the airport as the gateway to some of the world’s biggest sporting events including the IAAF World Athletics Championships Doha 2019 and the IIFA World Cup Qatar 2019 which were successfully hosted by Qatar. Looking ahead, we’re focused on increasing our operational capacity through our major airport expansion project which is a vital part of the airports capital growth and the country’s preparations to host the 2022 World Cup and beyond,” he added.

HIA announced its multi-phased airport expansion plan in 2019. Phase I of the expansion is set to comprise of a central concourse linking concourses D and E and will increase the airport’s capacity by more than 5 million passengers annually by 2022.
QTM 2020 to take place in November

QTM 2020 has received the honour of the Prime Minister’s support and patronage as the event will strengthen Qatar’s travel and tourism sector, and will reinforce business and investment opportunities in tourism products and services.

Abdel Aziz Al Kaddi

The Ministry of Education and Higher Education (MEHE) by the Department of Teachers Affairs (DTA) announced that it has started to receive application forms for professional licenses for school leaders, including principal leaders and deputies who meet the requirements, in accordance with the Professional Services Act and the regulation for the registration of school principals and deputies who did not obtain the professional license in advance.

The MEHE’s website will open the registration of school principals and deputies who did not obtain the professional license in advance from a variety of companies and institutions that provide professional services for the education sector, while the rest of the application forms shall be renewed in accordance with the Professional Services Act.

The MEHE is aiming to complete after 2022, will extend the Qatar education sector, and will reinforce business and investment opportunities in tourism products and services.

The Doha Exhibition and Convention Center where the inaugural edition of QTM 2020 will be held in November 2020.

Qatar condemns airstrike on military college in Tripoli

The State of Qatar has strongly condemned the attack that targeted a military college in the capital, Tripoli, leaving some of students killed and injured.

In a statement issued yesterday, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation (MOFAIC) confirmed that it has been informed of the attack, which targeted a military college in the city, leaving some students killed and injured.

The statement further condemned the actions of the State of Qatar’s firms in the area of protection and assistance to the victims and their families in the area, and urged for maximum efforts to ensure the safety and security of the citizens and the peace and safety of the capital.

The State of Qatar’s position has been clear, and it will continue to stand with the international community and the United Nations and the international community.

Qatar strongly condemns the attack on AU and Kenyan military base in northern Kenya

The State of Qatar has strongly condemned the attack that targeted a military base in northern Kenya.

In a statement issued yesterday, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation (MOFAIC) confirmed that it has been informed of the attack that targeted a military base in northern Kenya.

The State of Qatar strongly condemned the attack, and confirmed that its position will remain consistent with the international community and the United Nations and the international community.

Qatar strongly condemns blast in Burkina Faso

The State of Qatar has strongly condemned the blast that targeted a military base in Burkea Faso.

In a statement issued yesterday, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation (MOFAIC) confirmed that it has been informed of the blast that targeted a military base in Burkea Faso.

The State of Qatar strongly condemned the attack, and confirmed that its position will remain consistent with the international community and the United Nations and the international community.

The State of Qatar has strongly condemned the attack, and confirmed that its position will remain consistent with the international community and the United Nations and the international community.

Road traffic injury and death among children reduced

A significant reduction in road traffic injury incidence and disability among children and adolescents under the age of 18 has been recorded in Qatar.

Road traffic injury incidence among children and adolescents under the age of 18 has decreased by 8.5 percent and road traffic injury death has reduced by 84.4 percent, according to a study on ‘Nine-year time trend analysis of road traffic injury and deaths among children and adolescents in Qatar’.

The study was conducted by a team including senior officials at Hamad Medical Corporation’s Hamad Trauma Centre.

The study has analyzed different data from 2008 and 2017 and the findings were showcased in December 2017 at the recently held Qatar Public Health Conference, organized by the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH).

This is the first study to fully describe the epidemiology of road traffic injuries and deaths among children and adolescents in Qatar.

The study has suggested that the majority of road traffic injuries and deaths occur in the pre-hospital setting or hospital setting and often require the implementation of focused primary injury prevention efforts that are proven to work.

The study’s primary objective is to do the epidemiology of road traffic injuries and death among children and adolescents in Qatar.

The study was conducted as part of a large ‘Young Kids in Safe Seats’ project grant funded by National Priorities Research Program of Qatar National Research Fund.

The primary sample for this study was collected from consecutive data for all young patients seen for road traffic injury and road traffic injury deaths in January 1, 2008 through December 31, 2017 at the Specialty Pediatric Trauma Service at the Hamad General Hospital.

The study found that 84.4 percent of the road traffic injury deaths among children and adolescents in Qatar have been reduced, according to the study abstract.

The average of road traffic injury rate per 100,000 children under the age of 5 years has decreased by 8.5 percent and road traffic injury death has reduced by 84.4 percent, according to a study on ‘Nine-year time trend analysis of road traffic injury and deaths among children and adolescents in Qatar’.
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FM holds talks with Turkish, US and French counterparts

According to the report, the leaders reviewed the latest regional developments.

Qatar signs Arab Customs Cooperation Agreement

Qatar signed yesterday the Arab Customs Cooperation Agreement at the headquarters of the General Secretariat of the League of Arab States, yesterday.

H E Ambassador Ibrahim bin Abdulaziz Al Sani, exchanged documents after signing the agreement, in the presence of representatives of the countries of the League of Arab States.

Hamad Bin Khalifa University (HBKU) Press.

To produce this programme, the QPDI and the HBKU Press have been mandated to follow this work.

On its importance, Chasem said that the programme is important in building relations between the participating publishers and exchanging rights between them to serve the Qatar authors because the programme aids them in finding agents in the local and international markets.

The Qatar Forum for Publishers and Distributors, in collaboration with the Hamad Bin Khalifa University (HBKU) Press.

The two-day programme will be organised in collaboration with the Hamad Bin Khalifa University (HBKU) Press.
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Music program for rehabilitation of disabled approved
The program has been approved by the Society, which is working to improve the quality of rehabilitation services provided to persons with disabilities. The program is the result of the Society's efforts to develop its rehabilitation programs and to improve the quality of services provided to persons with disabilities. The program has been approved by the Ministry of Education and Higher Education, and it will be implemented in cooperation with the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Social Development.

Kahrama smart service to register users automatically
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He added that linking and integrating systems with different authorities in the country enhances the ease of receiving information efficiently and effectively which is reflected in the level and quality of services provided to the public.

ExxonMobil unveils activities for its Qatar ExxonMobil Open 2020 Public Village stand
The Ministry of Commerce and Industry, in cooperation with Khalid Al Ajmi & Bros Co W.L.L, dealer of Toyota in Industry, announced the recall of Toyota Camry and Camry Hybrid 2019 model to solve possible defect in rear seat belts. The recall campaign comes in the framework of the Ministry’s continuous efforts to protect consumers and assure that car dealers follow up on vehicle defects and recalls.
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MME partners Boecker to train 1,000 food handlers

The Ministry of Municipality and Environmental represented by Al Rayyan Municipality has signed a memorandum of cooperation with Boecker Public Safety Company to provide free courses for 1,000 food handlers.

Launched under the slogan “Safe Food: the initiative aimed at developing the control system by spreading health awareness and knowledge food safety principles. The Memorandum of Understanding was signed by Navid bin Nasser Al Shaif, Director of Public Affairs, Department of Al Rayyan Municipality and Saeed bin Al Saam, Director of Al Rayyan Municipality, and Carla Ghaleb, General Manager of Boecker Public Safety Company at the headquarters of Al Rayyan Municipality.

The signing ceremony was attended by a number of department managers and heads of departments and a member among the employees of the Ministry of Municipality and Environment and representatives of Boecker Public Safety.

This initiative aims to introduce and train workers in various food establishments on how to implement food safety standards in these facilities.

Since the clinic opened, over 100 women have benefited, with more than 10 successfully having VBACs in September alone.

Mohammed Al Janamian, Director of Nursing and Midwifery - Women and Newborn Services at Al Khor Hospital, said that the clinic was introduced to empower women to take an active role in the decision making around pregnancy. The clinic is also aimed at helping women who have had VBACs in the past and want to give birth vaginally again.

Al Janamian said: “The clinic is specifically designed for women who have hadVBACs in the past and want to give birth vaginally again. The clinic is open to all women who have previously given birth through C-section. We are aware that this is an important step in helping women achieve normal birth and a positive birth experience.”
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Students can look forward to a culturally enriching learning experience where they will be taught the language through carefully planned lessons that use up-to-date methodologies and songs, games, crafts, music, and art to facilitate the learning process.

The language courses offered by the Translation and Interpreting Institute provide a cultural context for personal development and professional enrichment.

Youth improve writing skills at QNL workshop

An enthusiastic group of young adults took part in a special writing workshop at Qatar National Library on January 4, which was led by writer, serious journalist, and media skills trainer Amal Aloush, Bahrain.

An accomplished author and multi-media specialist, Amal introduced participants to writing of a range of different content, including articles, stories, and scripts for radio and television. She also shared simple methods for using their writing skills to effectively deliver information. The younger generation was able to tap into Bahrain’s holistic experience across print and broadcast journalism in different media outlets in Qatar.

One of the workshop’s participants, Usha Fad, said: “Writing is my favourite hobby to work on in my spare time. I am always on the lookout for opportunities to improve my writing skills so a huge thanks to the Library for organizing this workshop which has helped me learn new aspects of creative writing.”

HCCH’s TII opens registration for Spring 2020 language courses

The classes are led by qualified instructors with prior experience in teaching children and adults, and will be held at flexible timings throughout the semester.

The spring courses further TII’s mission to provide world-class foreign language education that enables learners to acquire a new language in a natural writing environment, with the program being designed to promote an immersive learning experience that is both effective and engaging. We welcome the community to enroll in one of the languages courses where students not only expand their language repertoire but also enhance their knowledge of the different countries and cultures that make up Qatar’s diverse society.

The conference is open to anyone who wishes to learn on January 31 and 32 but will be open to the general public on the final day, Monday, January 13. The event will focus in particular on the potential for precision and genome-wide approaches to congenital muscular dystrophies and neurodevelopmental disorders.

The conference is sponsored by Qatar National Research Fund, a Qatari foundation member.

QRCS medical scholarship programme sponsors 71 Palestinian physicians

The program is designed for people of all ages and levels of proficiency. The courses are intended to promote an immersive, learning experience that is both effective and engaging. We welcome the community to enroll in one of the languages courses where students not only expand their language repertoire but also enhance their knowledge of the different countries and cultures that make up Qatar’s diverse society.

The conference is open to anyone who wishes to learn on January 31 and 32 but will be open to the general public on the final day, Monday, January 13. The event will focus in particular on the potential for precision and genome-wide approaches to congenital muscular dystrophies and neurodevelopmental disorders.

The conference is sponsored by Qatar National Research Fund, a Qatari foundation member.
**Flik Cinemas sets up at Doha Mall this year**

Qatar’s most popular and customer-focused cinema exhibitor, Flik Cinemas, is all set to expand in Qatar operations with a new venue at Doha Mall.

The Al Mana Entertainment brand outlet will include 1,400 seats spread over twelve theatres, including 4DX and the first ever ScreenX technology in Qatar.

The Al Mana Entertainment brand outlet will include 1,400 seats spread over twelve theatres, including 4DX and the first ever ScreenX technology in Qatar.

*Regime air strikes kill nine in northwest Syria*

Syrian regime air strikes killed nine civilians in the opposition stronghold of Idlib, which is run by Hayat Tahrir Al-Sham, Al-Qaeda’s Syrian affiliate.

The attacks were aimed at civilians seeking shelter in a rural area near the Turkish border.

The attacks came amidst a rise in tensions and clashes between the regime and opposition forces in the region.

**Turkish aid agency helps Syrians fleeing Idlib attacks**

A Turkish aid agency has provided humanitarian aid to people of Syria’s Idlib who escaped bombings and had to leave their homes and search for shelter in neighboring regions.

The agency provided food, water, and medical supplies to people who fled Idlib due to intense fighting.
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Iraqi students fly balloons as they take part in demonstrations in the central Iraqi city of Karbala, yesterday. Iraqi protesters flooded the streets to denounce both Iran and the US as “occupiers,” angry that fear of war between the rivals was derailing their anti-government movement.

In Baghdad, fears that US-Iran showdowns could leave Iraq caught in middle

MUTHANA SAJAD, LOIS LEVICKI, KAPLAN SMITH
THE WASHINGTON POST

The confrontations have left the region bracing for a sharp escalation of violence - with Iraq possibly at the center of the storm.

Mosques vowed to respond in kind, while American official said Secretary of State Mike Pompeo has no plans to evacuate the embassy at this point, given his view that the US has adequate security there, which the attack confirmed.

Iraq has for years been the staging ground for Iran's proxy militias, and American military bases in Iraq. Iran-backed militias have been attacking US bases and killing US soldiers. The attack killed Gen. Qasem Soleimani, the most powerful Iranian military leader, and a powerful Iraqi militia leader.

How Americans think about the war in Afghanistan

SHIRLEY TLALIM, CONNOR KOPCHRICK THE WASHINGTON POST

Here is what we found: Despite Americans' hesitancy to deploy US troops into other conflicts, they remain comparatively supportive, after 18 years of war, of maintaining the US military presence in Afghanistan.

The Washington Post's recently published Afghanistan Papers project revealed a purposeful effort by both Democratic and Republican administrations to mislead the American public on the harsh realities of the war in Afghanistan. This fall, we asked a nationally representative sample of American adults, as part of the University of Maryland Critical Issues Poll, what exactly they thought of the state of America's longest war.

The survey was carried out Oct. 4-10, 2019, online among a nationally representative sample of 1,260 respondents from Nielsen Scarborough's probability-based panel, originally recruited by mail and telephone using a random sample of adults provided by Survey Sampling International. The margin of error is 2.3 percentage points. The survey's nationally representative balanced weighting took into account gender, race, age, education, household income, level of education, current regional division and political-party affiliation.
Libyan crisis transforms geopolitics in Mediterranean

The power vacuum that arose in parts of the region following the Arab Spring and the competition that this created can be considered catalysts for these transformations and the Syrian and Libyan civil wars becoming this regional rivalry's playing field.

The Syran crisis aggravates the worrying situation, which was already accentuated in the eastern Mediterranean alongside global disputes over the eastern Mediterranean. The United States and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) have reached an understanding on the mandate of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) in Libya on the Syrian Arabian Sea.

However, that does not mean that the region has been isolated from the world. The United States has repeatedly chosen isolationist policies on the global stage. In recent years, the United States has suffered from its overwhelming presence in the region for the West’s security. In some cases, it was responsible for the region’s rising tensions.

The United States has promised its sense of spreading to the world democracy, the rule of law and free trade, and sharing prosperity – since the end of World War II. But that sense of value is being shaken under the resilience of the United States.
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Baghdad, where he was welcomed on Thursday night to be beamed to black-clad supporters and American civilians such as Mahdi said that after the killing of Soleimani that killed Iranian Gen. Qassem Soleimani, sparking fury in Iran and Iraq. Trump’s speech was beamed to black-clad supporters in southern Beirut, where he called the killing “the start of a new war” and said the United States would “massively” respond to any threats from Iraq or Iran. He added however that America’s relationship with Iran is “very important” and would “always want to have a very good relationship” with Tehran. He also said he would be “very happy” to return to the 2015 nuclear deal if Iran “comes back.”

Speaker of the Iraqi parliament, Adnan al-Dulaimi, has called for a vote to expel US forces from Iraq. The move comes amid growing tensions between the two countries, with the US having carried out a strike that killed Soleimani, the head of Iran’s Quds Force, in Iraq. The killing has sparked fury in Iran and Iraq, with both countries vowing to take “severe retaliation” against the US for the attack.

US army to pay for killing of Soleimani: Hezbollah chief

Iran’s Foreign Minister has been invited to Brussels, the European Union’s capital, to negotiate a new deal on the future of the JCPOA nuclear accord. The EU’s foreign policy chief, Josep Borrell, said that the talks with Iran will be “very important” in determining the future of the accord.

President Donald Trump warned Saturday that the US is targeting 52 sites in Iran and will hit them “very fast and very hard” if, how and where Iran attacks US diplomats and assets.

Iran’s Parliament calls for expulsion of US troops

Iran parliament has called for the expulsion of all US troops from Iraq. The move comes amid growing tensions between the two countries, with the US having carried out a strike that killed Soleimani, the head of Iran’s Quds Force, in Iraq. The killing has sparked fury in Iran and Iraq, with both countries vowing to take “severe retaliation” against the US for the attack.

Iranians flock to mourn slain commander

The news of Soleimani’s death has sparked an outpouring of grief in Iran. Large crowds have gathered in Tehran and other cities to mourn him. The government has declared a three-day mourning period and has ordered all flags to be flown at half-mast.

Iran summons German envoy over ‘unacceptable’ remarks

Iran’s foreign ministry summoned Germany’s charge d’affaires over “unacceptable” remarks by the German official after the attack on Soleimani. Brussels, Jan 3.

EU invites Iranian foreign minister to Brussels

Iran’s foreign minister has been invited to Brussels, the European Union’s capital, to negotiate a new deal on the future of the JCPOA nuclear accord. The EU’s foreign policy chief, Josep Borrell, said that the talks with Iran will be “very important” in determining the future of the accord.
Al Shabaab attacks base used by US forces in Kenya

ANALYSIS

Turkey yesterday strongly condemned an attack by al Shabaab on a military academy in Libya, calling it a “terrible, cowardly and barbaric act,” according to a statement. The Turkish Ministry of Defence said that 34 people were killed and 13 injured in the attack.

The attack took place in the town of Bani, in the region of Ghat, according to the Libyan government. The government said that the attack was carried out byaround 100 armed men, who stormed the base and killed all those inside.

The attack comes amid rising tensions between Turkey and the Islamic States of Africa, with both sides blaming each other for recent attacks.

Turkey and its allies have been increasing their support for the GNA, which is recognized by the UN as the legitimate government of Libya. Turkey has also been providing military aid and training to the GNA, as well as conducting joint military exercises with Libya.

The GNA has been fighting against Haftar’s forces, who are supported by the United Arab Emirates, Egypt, and Russia. The conflict has intensified in recent months, with both sides carrying out frequent air strikes.

This attack is the latest in a series of attacks by al Shabaab on military targets in Libya, including an attack on a military base in Tripoli last month.

It is likely that this attack will further exacerbate tensions between Turkey and the Islamic States of Africa, with both sides blaming each other for recent attacks.
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Many students, teachers injured as violence sweeps JNU campus

Unseen violence swept the Jawaharlal Nehru University yesterday as several masked individuals, said to be his ministry. President Aishe Ghosh — who was hit over the eye with an iron rod, received severe injuries and accused ABVP student wing of the rampart violence. In the room and the heard loud noises and saw many girls explaining to our colleagues that had left several injured. "Around four to five hundred of the left wing gathered around the Pratap hostel, vandalised the hostel and forced the students to throw theARB's autobus inside. ARBP's (JNU) president Durghosh said. The JNU administration is monitoring the situation. According to intelligence gathering, the ·grow in the con·condition the 11 students seeking to said thedom; orga·nised the agitations against the hostel loot. The lack of basic hygiene in the area is shameful. There are absolutely no grounds to keep the government under pressure over the CAA protests."

Thackeray distributes portfolios for ministers; Ajit Pawar gets finance

The much-awaited distribution of portfolios for 32 Cabinet ministers and 10 Minister of State was carried out by Maharashtra Chief Minister Uddhav Thackeray with Nationalist Congress Party getting the significant assignments like Finance and Home, here yesterday. CAA protests. Extending her support to the Union Home Minister has reached out to the victims in the state who have been affected by the current situation. Thackeray distributes portfolios for ministers; Ajit Pawar gets finance.
Pakistan's Lower House set to pass key bills

**INTRODUCTION** — **ISLAMABAD**

The bills empowering Pakistan's prime minister to give summons in the Senate, and the chairman of the joint council of staff committees are set to be passed by the parliament on Wednesday, sources in the government and the opposition said today.

They said new timelines for the entire legislative process had been agreed upon under which the National Assembly's standing committee on defence committees of the both houses of parliament.

They said the NA committee after approving the bills on Monday will try to table before the house tomorrow and the assembly would pass the bills the same day before forwarding them to the Senate for a similar procedure.

The Senate defence committee approved the bills tomorrow and present to the house on Wednesday for the immediate passage of the bills, the sources said.

The government that wanted to get the bills passed at the earliest had to postpone the sessions of the two houses when the opposition protested over the ‘undeclared’ being shown by the ruling coalition.

The government sources said that the agreement on the demand of the opposition parties, especially the Pakistan Muslim League-Neazia (PML-N) that had prevented its ministers in the light of the directives received from the party's supreme leader Nawaz Sharif from London for the whole process, arranging the bills for being taken up on Jan 15.

When contacted, federal Minister for Science and Technology Farrukh Chaudhry said that the formal standing committee on defence had been notified and the government that wanted to get the bills passed at the earliest had to postpone the sessions of the two houses when the opposition protested over the ‘undeclared’ being shown by the ruling coalition.

**Bengal orders arrest of ‘fugitive’ former chief justice

**AP - DAKA**

A Bangladesh court ordered the arrest yesterday of former chief justice Asma Khan in an assault case filed by a Hindu woman. The court, headed by the South Asian nation's Supreme Court’s Justice Khurshid Alam Khan, said affluent embezzling money and laundering. Choudhury was accused of robbery in a college dorm.

The departure of Sinha, a Hindu, was described as a ‘devastating blow’ for all of them, a fugitive former chief justice.

Khurshid Alam Khan said, “All of them are fugitives from justice,” prosecutor said.

**Unlawful wildlife trade thrives online in Pakistan

**INTERNEWS — **ISLAMABAD**

Illegal wildlife trade thrives on social media and e-commerce platforms such as OLX and Daraz, the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Sindh and Balochistan police departments said.

A total of 3,044 women constitute the highest number of women constables to be inducted in the force after a consensus. Some 1,641 women for the whole of the 6,100 women posts of women constables were applied for jobs in the force from the remote districts of Sindh.

The announcement, they said, received a good response from young women and a total of 3,044 applicants applied for jobs in the force even from the remote districts of Sindh.

**Sindh police to recruit over 1,600 women in police force

**INTERNEWS — **ISLAMABAD**

Police in Sindh's southern province of Sindh are set to appoint 1,641 women to police force — it was announced today.

No. 1 of the directives of the department, Bishan Kumar L Pradesh chief judge, had led the Supreme Court in a written statement issued before he left the country, Sinha had led the Supreme Court in a similar timeline for the sale of animals almost every three weeks ago.

Protest against US strike

Shish held banners during a protest against the US strike that killed Iranian commander Qassem Soleimani in Iraq, in Islamabad, yesterday.

**Sadpara becomes first Pakistani climber to scale Mont Blanc

**INTERNEWS — **ISLAMABAD**

Renowned Pakistani mountaineer from Skardu Mohammad Ali Sadpara along with French climber Marc Ralat scaled Mont Blanc, the highest peak in the Alps and deadliest in the world on Friday.

With this, the 44-year-old Sadpara has become the first Pakistani climber to scale the peak which occurs in 8.688 metres above sea level. The expedition scaled the peak from the French side.

Sadpara has previously climbed all five 8,000-metre high peaks in Pakistan, including K-2 (8,611m), Gasherbrum-I (8,068m), Gasherbrum-II (8,035m) and Broad Peak (8,051m). He has the fourth-highest peak in the world and is the highest in the world.

Sadpara is optimistic about his future in the sport.

Sadpara passed the Mountaineering Board Management Board (MBMB) certification and released a falcon in the Rawalpindi district that was also on sale on social media two weeks ago.

All of the directives of the department, Bishan Kumar L Pradesh Chief Judge, had led the Supreme Court in a similar timeline for the sale of animals almost every three weeks ago.

No. 1 of the directives of the department, Bishan Kumar L Pradesh Chief Judge, had led the Supreme Court in a similar timeline for the sale of animals almost every three weeks ago. The expedition scaled the peak from the French side.

3. The agenda says the committee is likely to take up the Pakistan General Elections Act, 2002, next week. The bill seeks to make elections more transparent and accountable. The committee will also take up the election of the new chairman for the Senate.

4. The bill has been passed by the parliament and is pending in the Senate.

5. The government has been asked to take the bills back to the Senate for the completion of the session after the next week.

6. The government sources said that the agreement on the demand of the opposition parties, especially the Pakistan Muslim League-Neazia (PML-N) that had prevented its ministers in the light of the directives received from the party's supreme leader Nawaz Sharif from London for the whole process, arranging the bills for being taken up on Jan 15.

7. When contacted, federal Minister for Science and Technology Farrukh Chaudhry said that the formal standing committee on defence had been notified and the government that wanted to get the bills passed at the earliest had to postpone the sessions of the two houses when the opposition protested over the ‘undeclared’ being shown by the ruling coalition.

8. The government said unlawful trade in exotic birds and animals on social media in Pakistan are predominantly Asian nation's Supreme Court's.

9. They said a new timeline for the departure of Sinha, a Hindu, was described as a ‘devastating blow’ for all of them, a fugitive former chief justice.

10. The departure of Sinha, a Hindu, was described as a ‘devastating blow’ for all of them, a fugitive former chief justice.

**45% Pakistanis optimistic about year 2020, says poll

**INTERNEWS — **ISLAMABAD**

Over 45 percent of Pakistanis are optimistic about the year 2020, which is higher than the global average of 37 per cent. Pakistan globally ranked 25th in the hope index with net 37 per cent, which was 25 per cent which was 45 per cent above the global average of 12 per cent.

Pakistan globally ranked 25th in the hope index with net 45 per cent which was 45 per cent above the global average of 12 per cent. However, Pakistan ranked lower than India which had a net hope of 42 per cent.
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Many held after HK protesters take aim at Chinese traders

The death toll from the collapse of a building under construction in Cambodia has surged to 36, even as an additional survivor was pulled from the rubble, officials said.

At least 12 dozen bodies were found in overnight operations at the site in the coastal province of Kep, where the building toppled on Friday.

Prime Minister Hun Sen announced the end of the rescue operation, confirming that 23 injured survivors were found.

A statement from Kep provincial authorities said that at least 13 women and on children were among the dead.

Women are often employed as construction workers in Cambodia and neighboring Thailand and families of workers also often live at the construction sites.

At a news conference at the site, Hun Sen said the couple who owned the building and hired the construction crew had been detained and sent to court to face charges. He did not specify the charges.

A committee was being set up to determine the cause of the collapse.

The police maintain they had acted with restraint.

Many people in Bintaro, the garden city outside Jakarta, were left without power yesterday.

In December, a Buddhist temple collapsed while under construction in Siem Reap, temple collapsed while under construction in Cambodia has collapsed while under construction.

The survivor found Sunday was among the 23 injured survivors that building collapses take place after the building collapsed on Friday "to lead the rescue operation," a military bodyguard unit.

Company 711, a military unit assembled in a mesh to reinforce the front wall of the building, was sent to ứng the rescue.

Hun Sen said that "it is a grim event, this is a very unfortunate incident," Hun Sen said.

The health commission said that 37 of the 224 patients are critically ill but that none have died. All are being treated in quarantine.

The infection broke out between 12 and 20 December, with some of the patients in the city that has since been isolated.

No obvious business in the area's rapid development to cater to a booming tourism industry and a rising middle-class population of over 11 million people.
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Spain’s Sanchez loses first bid to return as PM

Spain’s parliament rejected Socialist leader Pedro Sanchez’s bid to be supported prime minister yesterday but he appeared on track to win a second confidence vote later in the coming week.

Sanchez needed 175 votes — an absolute majority in the 350-seat assembly — to confirm him as prime minister.

He lost the vote by 173 in favour of 165 against and 18 abstentions. One lawmaker did not attend the vote due to illness.

Sanchez will face parliament again tomorrow and this time he needs a simple majority — more votes than no votes — to return as prime minister.

Political math works in favour of his allies but he faces opposition from the 11 lawmakers from Catalan separatist parties who have said they will abstain.

Spain’s centre-left government has been in political gridlock since late last year, with Sanchez needing to find a parliamentary majority to form his new government.

Sanchez, 47, defended his first term during which he won a recent weekend vote of confidence ahead of Sunday’s first confidence vote.

He is pledged to lift the lowest salaries and raise taxes on large earners, while moderating spending to prepare for the 2012 labour market reforms that made it easy to raise debt.

A recent Vox poll would say an ‘absolute priority’ would be to resolve a conflict over Catalonia’s independence and strengthened the need to acknowledge the frustrations of both those in favour and against secession for the wealthy northeastern region.

The political situation in Catalonia remains in flux following a 2017 independence referendum that Madrid declared illegal.
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Sanchez said yesterday in a reference to Spain’s conservatives — the Popular Party (PP) — Ciudadanos and the Right Vox — who accuse him of betraying the constitutions by his deal with Catalan separatists to form a government.

Sanchez’s (Partido Socialista Obrero Espanol) government has been in a state of crisis.

The New Year has begun with a tragedy,” South Tyrol’s former Arno Kompischer told reporters.

South Tyrol is a largely German-speaking province that afforded a high degree of autonomy from Rome, and in particular for the Dolomities mountains there.

German officials said the country was in close contact with the authorities and the affected families.

But the picturesque Austrian valley is popular with tourists and caravanning fans and as a result of the hit, no one was left alive and a swift recovery.
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French police shoots knife man in Metz two days after Paris attack

AP — STRASBOURG, FRANCE

French police shot and injured a knife-wielding man in the northeastern city of Metz yesterday, two days after a suspect stabbed a man to death near Paris, investigators said.

Metz public prosecutor Christian Hocart said the man in yesterday’s incident, who was known to police for his radicalisation and for a personality disorder, had a religious slogan hung before him.

A police source said the suspect, who was born in 1999, threatened officers when they arrived on the scene and then told them that they should cut off his head.

“But he burned his face to death or submitted, adding that no-one was injured,” he said.

He was taken to hospital, where he was placed in custody, and was under treatment for the attempted murder of police officers.

The 22-year-old man, who killed two women when he ran amok in a park in the Paris suburb of Villejuif, was also said by witnesses to have shouted anti-Semitic slogans.

The attacker, who was shot dead by police, also suffered from psychological difficulties. His stabbing were being treated as a terrorist attack.

Moscovici said he was in discussions with terrorism prosecutors about whether they should also take charge of the investigation in Metz.

The head of the office of the anti-terrorism prosecutor said on Saturday that “although the perpetrator had made previous choices of psychiatric problems” the investigation had shown “a distinct radicalisation, as well as a refusal of his attack”.

A bag belonging to the man identified by police as Nathaniel C. was found at the scene. It contained items used by ultraconservative writers and a leaflet that read “I want a real like a real war and testament, investigators said.

Laurine Bocca, the public prosecutor, said Karl Mercuri, a former French foreign minister who had been handling the case, could be dropped by the anti-terrorism prosecutor because the man was a 56-year-old mother who had been killed.

His wife aged 47 before killing a 30-year-old female jogger.

Russia unveils climate ‘adaptation’ plan

AP — MOSCOW

The Russian government has published a plan to adapt the economy to climate change with a new strategy to combat global warming.
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US military would only hit lawful targets in Iran: Pompeo

WASHINGTON

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said on Sunday that any target the military may strike will be a “lawful target,” meaning it results from intelligence that shows an imminent threat, legal under international law, and that will stop Iran from carrying out a threat.

Pompeo was asked on ABC’s “This Week” about President Donald Trump’s assertion on Saturday that the administration was expected to “brief and insufficient” on the US strike that killed Qassem Soleimani. Pompeo said “we should talk in a public forum about our national security.”

“Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and our friends in the region were very, very concerned about Soleimani being able to continue to do his work in the Middle East,” Pompeo said.

This comes amid complaints from Democrats that Trump did not take the steps to prevent the resumption of planning and coordination between Iran and the United States.

Pompeo said the strike in Baghdad was conducted without significant consultation from Congress and “without the coordination of a joint operational briefing.”

On Saturday, the Pentagon said it would be a target designed with international law “in mind.”

Sen. Bernie Sanders, a Vermont independent who has blasted Trump’s military actions in foreign policy, told reporters that the US military should only be targeting law enforcement officials who were planning attacks.

Sanders said the US strike was a “catastrophic mistake” that could cause the United States to become a “target of attack” for Iran.

The US military is expected to strike at Soleimani’s network, which is not as popular with the US public as his predecessor, Qassem Soleimani.

Laws of armed conflict provide the deliberate targeting of cultural sites under certain circumstances. The American Red Cross notes on its website that the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their additional protocols, signed by most nations of the world, allow for the targeting of “cultural objects and places of worship” that do not pose a military function.”

In 2018, the US military killed Soleimani, a commander in Iran’s Revolutionary Guard, in a strike that violated the Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict.

White House national security advisor Robert O’Brien confirmed the notified had been sent and told Fox News last Saturday that the administration had informed Congress of the imminent actions.

Pompeo said the strike was a reaction to the imminent threat Soleimani posed to the United States and its allies.

Pompeo said the US military would “brief and insufficient” on the strike to Congress.

He said the US military had 48 hours of committing armed force in Iraq and that the administration would inform Congress in the next 24 hours.

Instead of borrowing more, Galloping state should use some of the billions of dollars generated every year by its cap-and-trade system to fund wildfire prevention and management.

Galloping also wants to temporarily block a state law that requires utilities to prevent wildfires by using only low-voltage equipment to make it less likely that bad equipment would start wildfires.

Galloping also wants to temporarily block a state law that requires utilities to provide at least 101 more firefighters and 45 more fire engines to fight wildfires.

Galloping said he would halt the sale of flavored e-cigarettes to prevent companies from using some of the billions of dollars generated every year by its cap-and-trade system to fund wildfires prevention and management.

Pompeo said that if the US military had not taken action, Soleimani would continue, as will the sale of flavored e-cigarettes.

White House Press Secretary Kayleigh McEnany said on Sunday that the administration was taking steps to prevent further escalation of hostilities with Iran.

Republicans in Congress have generally backed Trump’s military actions in foreign policy, but some Democrats, including Sen. Elizabeth Warren, have said the US military should only be targeting law enforcement officials who were planning attacks.

The $4.2bn price tag could be used to prevent wildfires by using only low-voltage equipment to make it less likely that bad equipment would start wildfires.

Joe Biden vows to halt vaping sales pending more research

Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden said he would halt the sale of flavored e-cigarettes to prevent companies from using some of the billions of dollars generated every year by its cap-and-trade system to fund wildfires prevention and management.

Biden would also be temporarily block a state law that requires utilities to use only low-voltage equipment to make it less likely that bad equipment would start wildfires.

Biden would also be temporarily block a state law that requires utilities to provide at least 101 more firefighters and 45 more fire engines to fight wildfires.
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5 dead, dozens injured in Pennsylvania highway accident

AP — GREENSBURG

A deadly crash involving a passenger van and several other vehicles on the Pennsylvania Turnpike left five dead and dozens injured early yesterday morning, police said.

Newly released crash reports showed that the accident involved a large portion of the highway near Westmoreland County, south of Pittsburgh.

The images show the van in an overturned position, with multiple vehicles including other van and car passengers, and a traffic accident that left thousands of people stranded for hours.

State police said the van was occupied, keep talking, until police block Guaido’s access to Parliament for vote

AP — CARACAS

Venezuelan opposition leader Juan Guaidó hit out at the police for preventing him from attending a National Assembly session yesterday where he hoped to be voted in as a second term as parliament speaker.

Guaidó had been widely expected to be confirmed as National Assembly president but it was reported he had held the post for the past year.

But when he arrived yesterday morning he was prevent from entering by police carrying out a large-scale operation.

Unimpressed! Guaidó told a member of the security forces who had denied him access, who ordered him? It’s the National Assembly of Venezuela. This is the only decision on access, protected Guaidó, who was accompanied by other lawmakers.

The National Assembly is the only branch of government in opposition hands and has been officially excluded since 2016 when a court had annulled its last elections. The court has since annulled every election since.

For the past year, Guaidó has led opposition to Venezuela’s: the desire for change in the face of a dictatorship that continues to persecute,” said Andree.

“This is the reality in Venezuela: the desire to change the face of the dictatorship that continues to persevere,” said Guaidó on Twitter.

The national police workers union launched a “worldwide alert” in the face of the National Maduro regime to block the press from reaching parliament.

Guaidó noted a simple majority of 84% in the 107-seat assembly which should allow him to go forward with his forensic conclusion because opposition lawmakers were not seated in legislative elections.

Last January, Guaidó, had been con-fident of coming enough votes to be elected, despite a drop in public support over the past year. His wider popularity could now be reduced from a high of 63% in just 10 percent according to the pollster Datanalisis.

There have been damaging accusations of corruption among his inner circle.

But he needs a simple majority of 84% in the 107-seat assembly, and opposition law- makers were not seated in legisla-tive elections in 2016.

The events of the past year have caused some fluctuations in the opposition. Among 30 Lawmakers, dead or missing, “had been forced to re-elect or had to seek refuge in foreign diplomatic missions,” said Delamin director, Latin American Lion said Guaidó should have the backing to be re-elected.

Ahead of yesterday’s vote, however, opposition deputyвисити Jose Britto, an opponent of Guaidó’s, told journalists that another lawmaker, Luis Parra, was the new speaker.

“You could have been the future — now you are and well be the past,” Brito told jour-nalists, addressing Guaidó.

Madero has said he expects to “regain the National Assembly” in elections this year. Meanwhile, Madero — who has been in power since 2019, Russia and Cuba — has been accused of stifling Guaidó’s momentum.

Venezuelan opposition leader Juan Guaidó and other lawmakers clibn the front of Venezuela’s National Assembly building in Caracas, yesterday.

Police block Guaidó’s access to Parliament for vote

Mexico City bans single-use plastic bags

Reuters — MEXICO CITY

Mexico City’s new ban on plastic bags has been imposed on a journey back in time as local makers of the pack-aging weekly announced that some will continue to be used.

The city’s government has banned single-use plastic bags to complement worldwide efforts to protect the envi-ronment, sparking protests from companies that produce the bags.

“We have to take plastics out of our circulation,” said Alexi Lidsky, chief executive of the Sun-Times.

The ban began in January 1. It prohibits the sale or distribution of the bags for consumers, Mexico City, on Saturday.

An employee helping a man to arrange groceries in a bag at a supermarket which no longer provides plastic bags for customers to carry products, in Mexico City, on Saturday.

Peru prosecutors seek 12-year prison term for Kenji Fujimori

AP — LIMA

Peruvian prosecutors are seeking a 12-year prison term for former lawmaker Kenji Fujimori on charges of trying to buy a vote in a plot to oust ex-president Pedro Pablo Kuczynski from being impeached.

Prosecutor Betsabeh Bellavaca accused the son of ex-president Alberto Fujimori of bribery and influence-peddling.

Also charged are former lawmakers Cesar Acuña and Bermudo Ramírez. Prosecutors say the lawmakers were corrupt.

Prosecutors said Kenji Fujimori had reached a deal with Kuczynski to pardon his father in exchange for helping Kuczynski survive an impeachment vote.

Thanks to the abstention of a group of lawmakers led by Karel Fujimori, Kuczynski survived the attempt to remove him in December 2017.

Peru’s national press workers union, which has the support of China, is cooperating with the regime.

The solution should be reg-aranteed,” said Monica Maynard, CEO of Femsa, according to its chief executive.

The company runs an express bus service that travels through social projects to help those in need.

Pinera launches health care reform project

AFP — SANTIAGO

Chile’s President Sebastián Piñera launched a reform health project, following months of unrest against social inequality and his leadership.

The new health plan would benefit the 14.5 million people who rely on public services as well as the three million private care.

Congress has tried to rush through legislation that would muddle the process, violence, and harassment to the current system. The opposition has come under attack as a reaction to a muddled health care system.

Twenty-two people have died during the worst unrest in recent decades.

The plan has been accused of being a “guaranteed rights” concept, which would be a drop in the price of medi- cine and, as other changes, Piñera said, adding that health care would be subsidize “the 200 main medicines used for chronic conditions such as hyper-tonic, diabetes, and rheumatic diseases in a 45% reduction in costs. 

No bail for Chicago woman charged with murder

AP — CHICAGO

A 20-year-old Chicago woman was ordered held without bail yesterday on murder charges after police say she killed two of her young sons, leaving one in a hospital and throwing another from an 11th-floor apartment window before jumping herself.

FBI and DEA agents have launched a reform health project, following months of unrest against social inequality and his leadership.

The opposition has come under attack as a reaction to a muddled health care system.

At the time of her arrest, 20-year-old Ameer Newell in the bathtub of the occupancy building.

Newell’s mother, Zera Newell shortly after the incident, said she did not realize that her daughter had been stabbed.

Newell was arrested at University of Chicago Medical Center, a Chicago police said she killed two of her young sons, leaving one in a hospital and throwing another from an 11th-floor apartment window before jumping herself.
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The 5th edition of BigBMeetup has been themed on celebrating the artists of Qatar, local and expatriate. The event will have a panel discussion moderated by multidisciplinary artist Othman Kunji with local artists such as Bouthayna Al Muthaf, Mohamed Faraj Al Suwaidi and Nour Abussa. The 5th edition of BigBMeetup has been themed on celebrating the artists of Qatar, local and expatriate. The event will have a panel discussion moderated by multidisciplinary artist Othman Kunji with local artists such as Bouthayna Al Muthaf, Mohamed Faraj Al Suwaidi and Nour Abussa.

On this occasion, Kaes Wurtemberg, Director of Sheikh Faisal Bin Qassim Al Thani Museum, commented: “We are proud to be part of and host such an initiative that falls in line with the Bokhadi Faisal Bin Qassim Al Thani Museum’s vision of creating a community for artists and encourages dialogue and culture.”

Founder of BigBMeetup Rosco Moncure added: “When I founded BigBMeetup in early 2008, one of its pillars was to bring people of different cultures together under one roof. Little did I know I would be bringing renowned artists together from different cultures. This is a first for me and I am honored to collaborate with the Sheikh Faisal Bin Qassim Al Thani Museum on this.”

The White Majlis is the perfect setting to host my 5th meeting especially as it is themed on Celebrating Artists of Qatar. I am excited about this event as it brings together artists from over 50 countries, all who call Qatar their home. And a lot of their current artwork is inspired by the country that they live in.”

“We are excited and proud to be part of Qatar’s 5th BigBMeetup project. Together we share a vision to connect Qatar citizens and residents to build stronger communities as we provide our support for the contemporary art and artists,” said Rick Enders, Multi Property General Manager for JW Marriott Marquis City Center Doha and Marriott Marquis City Center Doha.
Australia’s ‘insurance’ koala population halved by bushfires

Argentina, Buenos Aires – With half of Australia’s only truly native koala population, a key ‘insurance’ for the species, found dead with mere hours after bush fires swept through an island sanctuary, rescuers said yesterday.

Kangaroo Island, a popular national park off the coast of South Australia said it had lost many of the native animals including a group of koalas when the population was estimated at 50,000.

Massive bush fires have felled more than 10 billion trees in southeast Australia in a month long crisis on the island of 143,000 people and mainland Australia, killing nearly half a billion native animals in New South Wales alone, scientists estimate.

Scientists estimate the fires have killed nearly $1 billion in animal assets in New South Wales alone.

“We’ve been very lucky to save a lot of our koalas,” said Nick Scoullar, wildlife manager for the island.

The island’s koalas are now in a precarious position, with many of the remaining animals injured and its forests destroyed.

The island’s koalas have been a symbol of Japan’s fast-ageing population and have been featured in a Guinness World Records entry.

Kane Tanaka, born in 1903, smiles during a party to celebrate her 117th birthday.

Kane Tanaka, born in 1903, smiles during a party to celebrate her 117th birthday.

Tanaka was last year confirmed by Guinness World Records as the world’s oldest living person from a slice of her big birthday cake. “Tasty,” she said with a smile.
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